
We consider to be a duty to follow the last-term success...

SeBe 2.0
The Emergence of Beer Science

The SeBe Workshop series aims to provide the world a prominent forum for degustation and 
debate about the evolution of the Beer, the standardization of its associated rituals, and the 
impact of those rituals on society and culture.

OBJECTIVES
After a tremendous impact of previous SeBe workshop, we witnessed significant increase of 
interest in beer-driven approaches to exploration of open beerformation spaces. The 
emerging discipline of Beer Science seeks to understand the phenomenon that is the Beer 
as an independent entity and the ecology in which it exists. Despite the widespread support 
that Beer Science has received, there still remain doubts as to whether it is a legitimate 
research discipline. As a result, SeBe topics still did not manage to get into the official PeWe 
workshop programme, which focuses on wine and soft-drinks based tracks only.

CALL FOR BEERTICIPATION
To dispel the last doubts about Beer Science relevancy, we cordially invite all SeBe 
community members (students, employees, applicants as well as alumni) to present 
outstanding submissions in the SeBe field and beerticipate in a never-seen-before social 
experiment to collaboratively demonstrate the potential of beer-driven research.

TOPICS OF INTERESTS
The scope of the workshop includes but is not limited to:

• pôvab maličkosti
• domáca klasika
• zahraničná exotika

IMPORTANT DATES
Submission deadline:              18th April, 2010   19:59
Notification of acceptance:      18th April, 2010   20:00

PROGRAMME
20:00 - Participants: Short (1-minute) announcements of the submissions
20:30 - Little Beer Game (no Silverlight required)

20:31 - Panel degustation

Best regards,
Marian Simko & Michal Barla,
organizing committee chairs

Beerticipation terms and conditions: 

1. All submissions are intended for presentation and degustation, no leftovers!

2. The participants are allowed to contribute with the unlimited number of submissions.

3. Each submission is an exclusive property of a particular participant. However, submissions swapping and sharing is allowed and welcomed.

4. Planned accept rate for this workshop is 1.0, not to mention the impact factor...
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